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Abstract. We examine deep neural network (DNN) performance and
behavior using contrasting explanations generated from a semantically
relevant latent space. We develop a semantically relevant latent space by
training a variational autoencoder (VAE) augmented by a metric learning
loss on the latent space. The properties of the VAE provide for a smooth
latent space supported by a simple density and the metric learning term
organizes the space in a semantically relevant way with respect to the
target classes. In this space we can both linearly separate the classes
and generate meaningful interpolation of contrasting data points across
decision boundaries. This allows us to examine the DNN model beyond
its performance on a test set for potential biases and its sensitivity to
perturbations of individual factors disentangled in the latent space.

Keywords: Deep learning · VAE · Metric learning · Interpretability ·
Explanation

1 Introduction

Advances in machine learning and deep learning have had a profound impact
on many tasks involving high dimensional data such as object recognition and
behavior monitoring. The domain of Computer Vision especially has been wit-
nessing a great growth in bridging the gap between the capabilities of humans
and machines. This field tries to enable machines to view the world as humans
do, perceive it similar and even use the knowledge for a multitude of tasks such
as Image & Video Recognition, Image Analysis and Classification, Media Recre-
ation, recommender systems, etc. And, has since been implemented in high-level
domains like COMPAS [8], healthcare [3] and politics [17]. However, as black-
box models inner workings are still hardly understood, can lead to dangerous
situations [3], such as racial bias [8], gender inequality [1].

The need for confidence, certainty, trust and explanations when using super-
vised black-box models is substantial in domains with high responsibility. This
paper provides an approach towards better understanding of a model’s predic-
tions by investigating its behavior on semantically relevant (contrastive) expla-
nations. The build a semantically relevant latent space we need a smooth space
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that corresponds well with the generating factors of the data (i.e. regions well-
supported by the associated density should correspond to realistic data points)
and with a distance metric that conveys semantic information about the target
task. The vanilla VAE without any extra constraints is insufficient as is does not
necessarily deliver a distance metric that corresponds to the semantics of the tar-
get class assignment (in our task). Our target is to develop semantically relevant
decision boundaries in the latent space, which we can use to examine our tar-
get classification model. Therefore, we propose to use a weakly-supervised VAE
that uses a combination of metric learning and VAE disentanglement to create a
semantically relevant, smooth and well separated space. And, we show that we
can use this VAE and semantically relevant latent space can be used for various
interpretability/explainability tasks, such as validate predictions made by the
CNN, generate (contrastive) explanations when predictions are odd and being
able to detect bias. The approach we propose for these tasks is more specifically
explained using Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The diagnostics approach to validate and understand the behavior of the CNN.
(1) extra constraints, loss functions are applied during training of the VAE in order to
create semantically relevant latent spaces. The generative model captures the essential
semantics within the data and is used by (2) A linear Support Vector Machine. The
linear SVM is trained on top of the latent space to classify input on semantics rather
than the direct mapping from input data X and labels Y . If the SVM and CNN do
not agree on a prediction then (3) we traverse the latent space in order to generate
and capture semantically relevant synthetic images, tested against the CNN, in order
to check what elements have to change in order to change its prediction from a to b,
where a and b are different classes.

In this paper, the key contributions are: (1) an approach that can be used in
order to validate and check predictions made by a CNN by utilizing a weakly-
supervised generative model that is trained to create semantically relevant latent
spaces. (2) The semantically relevant latent spaces are then used in order to
train a linear support vector machine to capture decision rules that define a
class assignment. The SVM is then used to check predictions based on semantics
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rather than the direct mapping of the CNN. (3) if there is a misalignment in
the predictions (i.e. the CNN and SVM do not agree) then we posit the top k
best candidates (classes) and for these candidates traverse the latent spaces in
order to generate semantically relevant (contrastive) explanations by utilizing
the decision boundaries of the SVM.

To conclude, This paper posits a method that allows for the validation of
CNN performance by comparing it against the linear classifier that is based
on semantics and provides a framework that generates explanations when the
classifiers do not agree. The explanations are provided qualitatively to an expert
within the field. This explanation encompasses the original image, reconstructed
images and the path towards its most probable answers. Additionally, it shows
the minimal difference that makes the classifiers change its prediction to one of
the most probable answers. The expert can then check these results to make a
quick assessment to which class the image actually belongs to. Additionally, the
framework provides the ability to further investigate the model mathematically
using the linear classifier as a proxy model.

2 Related Work

Interest in interpretability and explainability studies has significantly grown
since the inception of “Right to Explanation” [20] and ethicality studies into
the behavior of machine learning models [1,3,8,17]. As a result, developers of AI
are promoted and required, amongst others, to create algorithms that are trans-
parent, non-discriminatory, robust and safe. Interpretability is most commonly
used as an umbrella term and stands for providing insight into the behavior and
thought processes behind machine-learning algorithms and many other terms
are used for this phenomenon, such as, Interpretable AI, Explainable machine
learning, causality, safe AI, computational social science, etc. [5]. We posit our
research as an interpretability study, but it does not necessarily mean that other
interpretability studies are directly closely related to this work.

There have been many approaches that all work towards the goal of under-
standing black-box models: Linear Proxy Models: Lime [18] are approaches that
locally approximate complex models using linear fits, Decision trees and Rule
extraction methods, such as deepred [21] are also considered highly explainable,
but quickly become intractable as complexity increases and salience mapping
[19] that provide visual information as to which part of an image is most likely
used in its prediction, however, it has been demonstrated to be unreliable if not
strongly conditioned [10]. Additionally, another approach to interpretability is
explaining the role of each part within a black-box models such as the role of
a layer or individual neurons [2] or representation vectors within the activation
space [9].

Most of the approaches stated above assume that there has to be a trade-
off between model performance and explainability. Additionally, as the current
interpretable methods for black-box models are still insufficient and approxi-
mated can cause more harm than good when communicated as a method that
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solves all problems. A lot of the interpretability methods do not take into account
the actual needs that stakeholders require [13]. Or, fail to take into account the
vast research into explanations or interpretability of the field of psychology [14]
and social sciences [15]. The “Explanation in Artificial Intelligence” study by
Miller [15] describes the current state of interpretable and explainable algo-
rithms, how most of the techniques currently fail to capture the essence of an
explanation and how to improve: an interpretability or explainability method
should at least include, but is not limited to, a non-disputable textual- and/or
mathematical- and/or visual explanation that is selective, social and depending
on the proof, contrastive.

For this reason, our approach focuses on providing selective (contrastive)
explanations that combines visual aspects as well as the ability to further inves-
tigate the model mathematically using a proxy model that does not impact the
CNN directly. Usually, generative models such as the Variational Autoencoders
(VAE) [11] and Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)s are unsupervised and
used in order to sample and generate images from a latent space, provided by
training the generative network. However, we posit to use a weakly-supervised
generative network in order to impose (discriminative) structure in addition to
variational inference to the latent space of said model using metric learning [6].

This approach and method is therefore most related to the interpretabil-
ity area of sub-sampling proxy generative models to answer questions about a
discriminative black box model. The two closest studies that attempt similar
research is a preprint of CDeepEx [4] by Amir Feghahati et al. and xGEMs [7]
by Joshi et al. Both cDeepEx and xGEMS propose the use of a proxy generative
model in order to explain the behavior of a black-box model, primarily using
generative adversarial networks (GANs). The xGems paper presents a frame-
work to characterize and explaining binary classification models by generating
manifold guided examples using a generative model. The behavior of the black
box model is summarized by quantitatively perturbing data samples along the
manifold. And, xGEMS detects and quantifies bias during model training to
understand how bias affects black box models. The xGEMS approach is similar
to our approach as in using a generative model in order to explain a black box
model. Similarly, the cDeepEx paper posits their work as generating contrastive
explanations using a proxy generative model. The generated explanations focus
on answering the question “why a and not b?” with GANs, where a is the class
of an input example I and b is a chosen class to which to capture the differences.

However, both of these papers do not state that in a multi-class (discrimina-
tive) classification problem if the generative models’ latent space is not smooth,
well separated and semantically relevant then unexpected behavior can happen.
For instance, when traversing the latent space it is possible to can pass from a
to any number of classes before reaching class b because the space is not well
separated and smooth. This will create ineffective explanations, as depending on
how they generate explanations will give information on ‘why class a and not b
using properties of c’. An exact geodesic path along the manifold would require
great effort, especially in high dimensions. Also, our approach is different in the
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fact that we utilize a weakly-supervised generative model as well as an extra
linear classifier on top of the latent space to provide us with extra information
on the data and the latent space. Some approaches we take, however, are very
similar, such as using a generative model as a proxy to explain a black-box model
as well as sub-sampling the latent space to probe the behavior of a black-box
model and generate explanations using the predictions.

3 Methodology

This paper posits its methodology as a way to explain and validate decisions
made by a CNN. The predictions made by the CNN are validated and explained
utilizing the properties of a weakly-supervised proxy generative model, more
specifically, a triplet-vae. There are three main factors that contribute to the
validation and explanation of the CNN. First, a triplet-vae is trained in order
to provide a semantically relevant and well separated latent space. Second, this
latent space is then used to train an interpretable linear support vector machine
and is used to validate decisions by the CNN by comparison. Third, when a
CNN decision is misaligned with the decision boundaries in the latent space, we
generate explanations through stating the K most probable answers as well as
provide a qualitative explanation to validate the top K most probable answers.
Each of these factors respectively refer to the number stated in Fig. 1 as well
as link to each section: (1) triplet-vae Sect. 3.1, (2) CNN Decision Validation,
Sect. 3.2, (3) Generating (contrastive) Explanations, Sect. 3.3.

3.1 Semantically Relevant Latent Space

Typically, a triplet network consists of three instances of a neural network that
share parameters. These three instances are separately fed differences types of
input: an anchor, positive sample and negative sample. These are then used to
learn useful representations by distance comparisons. We propose to incorporate
this notion of a triplet network to semantically structure and separate the latent
space of the VAE using the available input and labels. A triplet VAE consists
of three instances of the encoder with shared parameters that are each fed pre-
computed triplets: an anchor, positive sample and negative sample; xa, xp and
xn. The anchor xa and positive sample xp are of the same class but not the same
image, whereas negative sample xn is from a different class. In each iteration
of training, the input triplet is fed to the encoder network to get their mean
latent embedding: F(xa)μ = zμ

a , F(xp)μ = zμ
p , F(xn)μ = zμ

n . These are then
used to compute a similarity loss function as to induce loss when a negative
sample zμ

n is closer to zμ
a than zμ

p distance-wise. i.e. δap(zμ
a , zμ

p ) = ||zμ
a − zμ

p ||
and δan(zμ

a , zμ
n) = ||zμ

a − zμ
n || and, provides us with three possible situations:

δap > δan, δap < δan and δap = δan [6].
We wish to find an embedding where samples of a certain class lie close to

each other in the latent space of the VAE. For this reason, we wish to add loss
the algorithm when we arrive in the situation where δap > δan. In other words,
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Fig. 2. Given an input image I we check the prediction of the CNN as well as the SVM.
If both classifiers predict the same class, we return the predicted class. In contrast, if
the classifiers do not predict the same class, we propose to return the top k most
probable answers as well as an explanation why those classes are the most probable.

we wish to push xn further away, such that we ultimately arrive in the situation
where δap < δan or δap = δan with some margin φ. As such we arrive at the triplet
loss function that we’ll use in addition to the KL divergence and reconstruction
loss within the VAE: L(zμ

a , zμ
p , zμ

n) = α ∗ argmax{||zμ
a − zμ

p ||− ||zμ
a − zμ

n ||+φ , 0}.
Where φ will provide leeway when δap = δan and push the negative sample away
even when the distances are equal.

We have an already present CNN which we would like to validate, and is
trained by input data X : xi...xn and labels Y : yi...yn where each yi states
the true class of xi. We then use the same X and Y to train the triplet-VAE.
(1) First, we compute triplets of the form xa, xpxn from the input data X and
labels Y which are then used to train the triplet VAE. A typical VAE consists
of an F(x) = Encoder(x) ∼ q(z|x) which compresses the data into a latent
space Z, a G(z) = Decoder(z) ∼ p(x|z) which reconstructs the data given the
latent space Z and a prior p(z), in our case a gaussian N (0, 1), imposed on
the model. In order for the VAE to train a latent space similar to its prior
and be able to reconstruct images it is trained by minimizing the Evidence
Lower Bound (ELBO). ELBO = −Ez∼Q(z|X)[log P (x|z)] + KL[Q(z|X)||P (z)]
This can be explained as the reconstruction loss or expected negative loglikeli-
hood: −Ez∼Q(z|X)[log P (x|z)] and the KL divergence loss KL[Q(z|X)||P (z)], to
which we add the triplet loss:

L(zμ
a , zμ

p , zμ
n) = α ∗ argmax{||zμ

a − zμ
p || − ||zμ

a − zμ
n || + φ , 0}

This compound loss semi-forces the latent space of the VAE to be well separated
due to the triplet loss, disentangled due to the KL divergence loss combined with
β scalar, and provides a means of (reasonably) reconstructing images by the
reconstruction loss. And, thus results in the following loss function for training
the VAE:

loss = −Ez∼Q(z|X)[log P (x|z)] + β ∗ KL[Q(z|X)||P (z)] + L(zμ
a , zμ

p , zμ
n).
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3.2 Decision Validation

Afterwards, given a semantically relevant latent space we can use it for step two
and three as indicated in Fig. 1. (2) Second step - CNN Decision Validation, we
train an additional classifier on top of the triplet-VAE latent space, specifically
zμ. We train the linear Support Vector Machine using Zμs as input data and Y
as labels where [Zμ, Zσ] = F(X ). The goal of the linear support vector machine
is two-fold. It provides a means of validating each prediction made by the CNN
by using the encoder and the linear classifier. i.e. given an input example I, we
have C(I) = ŷC(I) and S(F(I)μ) = ŷS(I), and compare them against each other
ŷC(I) = ŷS(I). And, as the linear classifier is a simpler model than the highly
complex CNN it will function as the ground-truth base for the predictions that
are made. As such, we arrive at two possible cases:

Comparison(I) =

{
Positive if (ŷC(I) = ŷS(I))
Negative if (ŷC(I) �= ŷS(I))

(1)

First, If both classifiers agree then we arrive at an optimal state, meaning
that the prediction is based on semantics and the direct mapping found by the
CNN. In this way, we can say with high confidence that the prediction is correct.
In the second case, if the classifiers do not agree, three cases can occur: the SVM
is correct and the CNN is incorrect, the SVM is incorrect and the CNN is correct,
or both the SVM and the CNN is incorrect. In each of these cases we can suggest
a most probable answer as well as a selective (contrastive) explanation indicated
as step 3 of the framework as explained in Fig. 2.

3.3 Generating (contrastive) Explanations

An explanation consists of (1) the most probable answers and (2) a qualitative
investigation of latent traversal towards the most probable answers The most
probable answer is presented by the averaged sum rule [12] over the predicted
probabilities per class for both the CNN and SVM and selecting the top K
answers, where K can be appropriately selected. Additionally, originally an SVM
does not return a probabilistic answer, however, applying Platts [16] method we
apply an additional sigmoid function to map the SVM outputs into probabilities.
These top k answers are then used in order to present and generate selected
contrastive explanations.

The top K predictions or classes will be used in order to traverse and sub-
sample the latent space from the initial representation or Zμ

I location towards
another class. We can find a path by finding the closest point within the latent
space such that the decision boundary is crossed and the SVM predicts the tar-
get class. Alternatively we could use the closest data point in the latent space
that adheres to the training set argmin F(xi)μ −Zμ

I for every xi ∈ X. Traversing
and sub-sampling the latent space will change the semantics minimally to change
the class prediction. We capture the minimal change needed in order to change
both the SVM and CNN prediction to the target class. This information is then
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Fig. 3. Generating (contrastive) explanations consist of several steps: First, given an
input image I in question and the K top most probable answer. K denotes training
data X for class k labeled with y = k. We feed both I and K through the encoder
F(X) to receive their respective semantic location in the latent space. We then find
the closest training point that belongs to the target class k and find the vector v; the
direction of that point. Afterwards, uniformly sample ε data points along this vector v,
where j iterates over 0 · · · j · · · ε and is denoted as Zµ

v . Zµ
v is then used to check these

against the SVM and use them to generate images XZ
µ
v

using the decoder G(Zµ
v ). The

generated images are then fed to the CNN to make a prediction and as the images will
semantically change along the vector the prediction will change as well. Afterwards, we
can compare the predictions from both the CNN and SVM. Subsequently, we use the
first moment where both predictions are equal to target class k, denoted as moment l
for generating an explanation - minimal semantic difference necessary to be equal to
the target class, ΔUl.

presented to the domain expert for verification and answers the following ques-
tion: The most probable answer is a because the input image I is semantically
closest to the following features, where the features are presented qualitatively.
The explanations are generated as follows: see Fig. 3.

The decision boundaries around the clusters within the latent space are fitted
by the SVM and can be used to answer questions of the form ‘why a and not
b?’. If ŷC(I) and ŷS(I) do not predict the same class, then, we assume that ŷS(I)

is correct. We then use the find a path, indicated by v from ŷS(I) to ŷC(I), Zμ
I

to the target class. This can be done by calculating a vector orthogonal to the
hyper-plane fitted by the SVM towards the target class. Alternatively, we can
find the closest zμ ∈ Zμ that satisfies ŷS(zµ) = ŷC(zµ) that are not the same as
the initial prediction ŷC(I). This means that v is the vector from I to the closest
data point of the target class, with respect to Euclidean distance.

We then uniformly sample points along vector v and check them against the
SVM as well as the CNN. The sampled points can directly be fed to the SVM to
get a prediction ŷ(∫(vi) for every vi ∈ V . Similarly, we can get predictions of the
CNN by transforming the images using the decoder D. The images are then fed to
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the CNN to get a prediction ŷ(C(D(vi)) for every vi ∈ V . The predictions of both
classifiers will change as the images start looking more and more like the target
class as generative factors change along the vector. If we capture the changes that
make the change happen, we can show the minimal difference required in order
to change the prediction of the CNN. In this way we can generate contrastive
examples: For the top ‘close’ class that is not ŷI we answer the question: ‘why
ŷI and not the other semantically close class?’. Hence, we find the answer to the
question “why a and not b?”, as the answer is the shortest approximate changes
between the two classes that make the CNN change its prediction. As a result,
we have found a way to validate the inner workings of the CNN. If there are
doubts about a prediction it can be investigated and checked.

4 Results

In this paper we show experimental results on MNIST by generating (con-
trastive) explanations to provide extra information to predictions made by the
CNN and evaluate its performance. The creation of these explanations requires
a semantically relevant and well separated latent space. Therefore, we first show
the difference between the latent space of the vanilla VAE and the triplet-VAE
and its effects on training a linear classifier on top of the latent space. The
Figs. 4 and 5 show a tSNE visualization of the separation of classes within the
latent space. Not surprisingly the triplet-VAE separated the data in a far more
semantically relevant way and this is also reflected with respect to the accuracy
of training a linear model on the data.

Fig. 4. Visualization of a two-
dimensional latent space of a vanilla
VAE on MNIST

Fig. 5. Visualization of a two-
dimensional latent space of a T -VAE
on MNIST
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Table 1. This table shows the per-
centages of agreement with respect
to all possible cases.

Case Percentage

(1) ŶS = ŶC = Y 0.9586

(2) ŶS = ŶC �= Y 0.003

(3) (ŶS = Y ) �= ŶC 0.0086

(4) ŶS �= (ŶC = Y ) 0.0314

(5) ŶS �= ŶC �= Y 0.0044

Second, the percentages show as to know
how much both classifiers agree by showing
the percentage per possible case, as shown in
Table 1. Not surprisingly case four happens
more often than case three and can mean
two things, our latent space is too simple
to capture the full complexity of the class
assignment and the CNN is not constraint
by extra loss functions. However, in three of
the four cases where YS �= YC we can explain
the most probable predictions and provide a generated (contrastive) explanation.
The only case we cannot check or know about is case two, where both YS and
YC predict the same class but is wrong. The only way to capture this behavior
is by explaining every single decision by generating explanations for everything.
Nevertheless, as an example for generating explanations we use an example: 6783
(case 5) as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Once the SVM and the CNN both
predict the target class we capture the min-
imal changes that are necessary to change
their predictions

Generating explanations consists
of three parts: First, we propose the
top K probable answers: for this
example the true label is 1, the most
probable answers are 6, 8 and then 1
with averaged probabilities 0,512332,
0.3382, 0.1150. Second, Then for those
most probable target classes, 6, 8, 1
we traverse the latent space from the
initial location Zμ

I to the closest point
of that class, denoted as v ∈ that is
predicted correctly i.e. the SVM and
CNN agree. Figure 7 shows the gener-
ated images from the uniformly sam-
pled data points along vectors vk ∈ V where k ∈ K stand for 6, 8, 1 in this case.
The figures show which changes happen when traversing the latent space and at
which points both the SVM and the CNN agree with respect to their decision.

For the traversal from Zμ
I to class 6 it can be seen that rather quickly both

classifiers agree and only minimal changes are required to change the predictions.
Third, for such an occurrence we can further zoom in on what is happening
and what really makes that the most probable answer. Figure 6 shows these
minimal changes required to change its prediction as well as the transformed
image on which the classifiers agree. The first row shows the original image,
positive changes, negative changes and the changes combined. The second row
shows the reconstructed image and the reconstructed images with the positive
changes, negative changes and positive and negative changes respectively. In this
way, for each probable answer it shows its closest representative and the changes
required to be part of that class.
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Fig. 7. Per top k probable answers we traverse and sample the latent space to generate
images that can be used to test the behavior of the CNN. The red line indicates the
moment where both the SVM and the CNN predict the target class (Color figure online)

5 Conclusion

This paper examines deep neural network’s behaviour and performance by uti-
lizing a weakly-supervised generative model as a proxy. The weakly-supervised
generative model aims to uncover the generative factors underlying the data
and separate abstract classes by applying metric learning. The proxy’s goal is
three-fold: the semantically meaningful space will be the base for a linear sup-
port vector machine; The model’s generative capabilities will be used to generate
images that can be probed against the black box in question; the latent space
is traversed and sampled from an anchor I to another class k in order to find
the minimal important difference that changes both classifier’s predictions. The
goal of the framework is to be sure of the predictions made by the black box by
better understanding the behaviour of the CNN by simulating questions of the
form ‘Why a and not b?’ where a and b are different classes.

We examine deep neural network (DNN) performance and behaviour using
contrasting explanations generated from a semantically relevant latent space.
The results show that each of the above goals can be achieved and the frame-
work performs as expected. We develop a semantically relevant latent space by
training an variational autoencoder (VAE) augmented by a metric learning loss
on the latent space. The properties of the VAE provide for a smooth latent space
supported by a simple density and the metric learning term organizes the space
in a semantically relevant way with respect to the target classes. In this space we
can both linearly separate the classes and generate relevant interpolation of con-
trasting data points across decision boundaries and find the minimal important
difference that changes the classifier’s predictions. This allows us to examine the
DNN model beyond its performance on a test set for potential biases and its
sensitivity to perturbations of individual factors in the latent space.
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